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NOTES FROII THE EDITORS· DESK

Well, here we are a bit late again. Something I was going to hold
off on, we'll cover right up front. This newsletter is going on a
temporary production slowdown. Please let me explains To properly set
the scenario, here's a question I am 6ccasionly asked, "How do you keep
up with both the newsletter and writing for Model Builder?" OK folks,
the answer is that I actually don't. Perhaps that is not 100% truthful,
but in reality, several other areas have slid while trying keep up the
pace.
Besides these two activities, sometimes I even like to get in some
building and flying! Also, like most folks, I have a family and a job
to tend to. The next few weeks my work is going to take an increased
amount of my attention and energies. The bottom line is that something
has got to give.
Until next fall, our publication schedule will be a bit lighter,
and perhaps somewhat irregular. In the meantime, be looking for larger
"combined" issues. It is a bit less effort to put out fewer, larger
editions, than it is regular issues on a regular basis. As you know,
you will still get your money's worth, as subscriptions are based upon
number of issues and not a period of time. The next issue will come
after the NW Regionals, and will be labeled May-June. I guarantee it
will be a biggie. Because of that, it may be considered a double issue,
and count for two on the subscription. We'll see.
Meanwhile, back at the ranch, other areas are affected. I already
passed on one deadline for MB. No control line in the mag for the July
issue (out June 1st). Also, modeling activities will be cut to the bone
and will include only a couple of serious competitive endeavors. Enuf of
that, here's other news ••.•..•..
You will find in this issue what should be an up to date contest
calendar for the year. For the benefit of our other West coast readers,
a California/Arizona is also included. Anyone wishing an extra copy of
the calendar to hang up as a handy reminder, can get a freebie by sending
a SASE to Flying Lines and requesting same.
After the calendar was finished, it seems that an area was omitted.
The Northern California area competes primarily under W.A.M. jurismiction,
but I forgot that these meets are now done under a double sanction, so
that AMA'ers can also compete. Sorry bout thatl
By the time many of you receive this issue, the 1987 Drizzle Circuit
will be history, or about to be history. While the Super Sport event
looks like it has Dave Green's ownership this year, Sport Race top placing
is still up for grabs.
Now to play devil's advocate ..•• Has the Drizzle Circuit seen its
better days? This season saw some rather mediocre turnouts, not so much
in total numbers, but in the fact that it was practically the same faces
every race. With few exceptions, the entrants were the racing hardcores.
Is it time to start With a fresh new approach?
What would it be? Or
does it matter that just a few dedicated individuals continue to keep up
the activity to ward off the winter doldrums (the original reasont)
Racers, let's talk. I know a couple of you have some ideas on another
subject, as well.
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AIRMAIL.
COMMENTS, NEWS, and VIEWS

',om FL

READERS

Dear Mike,
I am enclosing a slightly revised ad to replace the one that you have
been running.
I think that your readers will be interested to know that we can now
supply our Fox 40 Delux, the one with the two ball bearings and the spinner,
in control line form. Order #14098, price, $79095.
Modelers who would want to try one, I made up to customer orders from
parts on hando The list price ~s $79.95, and our standard de~ler d~sco~nt
would apply to any dealer who mlght want to stock one. We thlnk thlS wlll
make a nice running stunt motor. It is quite light weight, yet is quite
a bit more energetic than our well known stunt 35.
We wish you all the good things •
•••• oDuke Fox, Fox Manufacturing, 5305 Towson Ave., Fort Smith, ARK 72901
Dear Mike,
I am quite pleased to record a 16th place in your Northwest
Competition Standings. I am even more pleased that buddy Mel Lyne
managed 2nd place.
Mel and I have had monumental battles allover the Northwest, each
using the same coy tactics. When the horn goes we both go inverted
hoping to sneak up on each other-- they tell us it's ve~J good to watch
whatever we are trying to do, usually lots of near misses.
I am enclosing a couple of pictures of my latest Bipe. It comes
complete with sexy dolly driver, a Maltese Cross on rudder and the
VonBoden name which usually gets chawed on by Salter or Lyne.
This is my original design which is a very nice sport fool around
ship, it will do flip overs on its own axis. This is the third time I
have built this Supertigre 40 powered model. It's really rugged, the
top wing is mounted on the body with a pylon, the wing struts are plywood
squares with the centres cut out. The other identical Bipe is 17 years
old and has a Merco 49 with a Roberts 3 line throttle system.
Keep up the good work, the lights are still burning bright in Ucontrol cities allover the Northwest •
••••• Frank Boden. Burnaby, British Columbia
(ED Notel Thanks for the photos- will try to get into a future issue)
Dear FL,
Really enjoyed the cartoons in issue #79 and the truism about the
value of an RC modeler versus a talking frog.
Had intended mentioning the excellent taste of Pat Leonard also,
but on closer reading of his letter, don't think the guy has a full load ••
.••• maybe the long winters and general isolationl
Russian, huh?
Appropriate I guess ••. after all, Montana borders on Siberia doesn't it?
John Thompson's off the wall events sound great •
••••• Larry Miles, 2112 Scott Ave., Independence, MO 64052
(ED Note: Uh-ohl Now you've done it Larryl I'm sure we'll be seeing
some snowballs from Montana now.)
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Dear Mike,
A few weeks ago, I came across an old Air Trails magazine (1952) with
the "Smoothie" plans and article. I had the plans enlarg~d to f~ll size
and will give copies, plus reproductions of t~e co~s~ructlo~ artlcl~ and
pictures of the original plane to the first flve flnlsh:rs ln Old T1me
stunt at the Regionals. These are probably collectors ltems and I hope
you can promote them through Flying Lines to encourage a good turnout
for the event. Potentially, this could be one of the biggest events at
the Regionals and at other contests- all it needs is a little promotion.
Finally, a passing thought to stir controversy and comment. I have
felt for some time that the old time stunt rules need to be changed to
cut the point differential between flapped and fixed wing aircraft to 10
points rather than 20. There is only one maneuver in the OTS pattern
where flaps really help- the square loop. The scoring differential is so
great that it simply precludes flapped airplanes from being competitive.
As a result, OTS events at any contest, including the Nationals, are
dominated by Ringmasters, Barnstormers, with an occassional All-American
or Stuntwagon.
It's gotten to be a stagnant event, much as regular
stunt' was in the late 1950's and early 1960's when Noblers dominated the
scene.
Halving the point spread would result in lots of new designs showing
up at contests. The original Don Still Stuka, the early Palmer airplanes
(Mars, Smoothie, Stuka, Venus, Chief, Squaw, etc.) plus the original
Nobler would suddenly become competitive. Plus- and this is a big plus,
I believe the flapped airplanes are still highly competitive at all
PAMPA levels through advanced. I truly believe that the ability to use
an airplane in two stunt events would encourage those who are interested
in stunt but don't neccessarily aspire to the national championship. Why
not try it for a year or two in the Northwest and see what happens? Look
what NW sport racing did to stimulate interest all across the country.
Here's a chance to do it again, in one of control line's biggest events.
A postscript to the above is that the new, inexpensive bushed .35
and .40 sized engines available from OS and other manufacturers are light
enough and well suited from a power standpoint to OTS airplanes and all
.35 sized kits. They work quite well out of the box and I can tell you
from personal knowledge that at least two former national champions are
flying t~e OS 40 FPS in their new airplanes. I loaned one of mine to
one of these gentlemen, who is well known for the color of his airulanes
and it has been boring holes through the sky since early December.~ The'
current East c?ast fad of highly-reworked racing .40's with low-pitched
props. tuned p1pes and speed governors is just that- a fad.
A petter role model is Ted Fancher, whose knowledge of engines is
co~fined to. knowing that that's where you attached the prop.
Ted simply
~lles any al:plane b~t~er than mo~t peo~le, and that's why he wins.
Stunt
1S not, and 1n my 0pln1on never w111 be, a high-tech event in which one
needs fancy equipment to be competitive •
...•• Don McClave, 7719 SE 28th Ave., Portland, OR 97202
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N-OOK
by

orin

humphries

There has been more advancement in Profile Carrier technology
in
the past 18 months than in the last 6 years. My present project
is already obsolete and I haven/t painted it yet. So, what is on
THE LEADING EDGE
This one will deal with airframes, and my next piece will deal
powerplants, to what I ittle extent I can help you.
In the latter half of the /70s I chose to explore thin airfoils
while someone bacK East
took thicK. Mine were for Schmidtz Aerodynamics,
a body of Knowledge
that leads to the slowest possible
f1 ight with airflow attached to the wing surface. He took stunter
style airfoils, thicK and symmetrical, just a shot in the darK.
He was right and I was wrong. My luck. I tried to use my brain.
Anybody need a used brain? No waranty.
The
thin asymmetric airfoil
will
fly slowly, all right, but
that
is not
the slowest possi bl e "fl i ght". I rlever got slower' than
133 seconds. The longest possible times come from "prop hanging",
and the wing is not flying during this; it is completely stalled.
Flying slowly is still faster than mushing along at 60 degress nose
up.
The problem with asymmetric airfoils is that they have a huge
"pitching moment", according to the aerodynamics booKs. This means
that when a gust of wind hits them while mushing along they generate
forces that pitch the nose down to a level attitude. This restores
the airflow to the surface of the wing and you are flying again, at
double your mushing speed. The gust can come from Mother Nature or
from your having to goose the engine.
Symmetric airfoils, it turns out, have no pitching moment about
the aerodynamic center. Apparently,
the wing stays nose high in
gusts. This is the only plausible reason the "big Kids/II planes turn
in slow speed times between three and five minutes. If you look at
their planes in the magazines and ours,
there is no detectable
differ'ence, sa'Je the airfoil.
Bill Melton of Profile GUARDIAN fame shares with me that he is
going from a 10;~ or 12% symmetrical airfoil to 1$'; on his next one.
I am 1 i s ten i n g •
Accord i ng to B ill,
you are not ou t of It; i ndergar ten un til >'our'
slow time is over 180 seconds, sports fans.
Moving on, movable trail ing edge devices (flaps, ailerons) maKe
your plane marginally manageable
in wind conditions. It undulates
about all
three axes
in gusts, taKing seven osci llations to damp
out.
But without them you cannot achieve the high times. The answer
is to have two planes, one with these devices, for calm days, and
one wi thout them for windy (contests!) ones.
Actually,
I have come up with a way to have selectable trail ing
edge devices so one plane can fly with or wi thout moveable surfaces
on any particular fl ight. You put metal tabs on the corner of the
flap
that can be turned ei ther to hold the flap up or out of the way
to let it actuate. I am using landing gear straps for the tabs.
I am giving my technology away, again, but Bill shared his with
me, and neither of us started from scratch.

. . J ith
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If YOU have a J ine sl ider, you must al ign the slot of the bell
crank with the Jow spe~d position. Otherwise you can get into a
coupl jng between yaw and throttle that will put the airplane into a
flat spin on a windy day. You must also have a catch that will
retain the sl ide at the aft postion once tripped. We tried it
without. Re-read the third sentence in this paragraph.
Pursui t of high nitro has been something else! Next time I will
tell you what I have found so far.
Please feel
especially invited to send in your comments or to
share your insight with us. This is not just "myU space, friends.
Orin Humphries, N.6803 ForKer Rd., SpoKane,WA 99207<temp.)

THE DRIZZLE CIRCUIT
ROUND .nd ROUND In the RAIN?

March 8th saw the running of DC #4, which was the next to last one.
This made this meet somewhat of a key to final jockeying for season
placing just prior to t h e . f i n a l e . .
.
A new entry in the f~eld was Quent~n Brown, who was p~ttea by Dan
Burdick. His piloting was a bit shakey during the first round, but was
flying fairly well during the second round. What is noteworthy here. is
that Quentin is eleven years old •••• not a bad showing.
The secondary event was NW Sport Combat.
RESULTS.
NW SPORT COMBAT (5 entries)
NW SUPER SPORT RACE (8 entries)
1)
Glenn Salter
1)
Dave Green
7:0)
2)
Dick Salter
2)
S&S Team
7:46
)
John Hall
3)
SHT Team
11:34
4)
Bob Danielson
4)
Dick Peterson
4.05 heat
NW SPORT RACE (11 entries)
1)
Jim Cameron
9.57
2)
Bob Danielson
10: 17
)
Dick Peterson
10: 20
'+)
Dave Green
12;16
The fifth, and final, installment takes place on April 12th at Delta
Park. The secondary event will be AMA Rat Race. -Good luck. racersl
Drizzle Circuit Points Totals
NW SPORT RACE
NW SUPER SPORT RACE
1 ) Jim Cameron
29
1)
Dave Green
29
Dave Green
2)
29
SHT Team
20
3) SHT Team
25
)
S&S Team
17
4)
Bob Danielson
21
4)
Dick McConnell
14
5) Wayne Drake
19
Bob Danielson
5)
11
Dick Peterson
19
6)
Jim Cameron
7
7) S&S Team
8
7)
George Mickey
6
Dick McConnell
8
8)
Dick Peterson
5
9) George Mickey
5
10) Quentin Brown
2
Dan Burdick
2
12) Jason Huntress
1
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ROUND

By:

John

Thompson

& ROUND
In this, the best winter for flying in the Northwest in some
years, the Round &, Round air fleet has been hanging in the shop
gathering dust as its owner stuggles with a modeling-nightmare work
schedule.
It's gone from bad to worse, as Saturdays have been added to
Sundays and days off now fallon Monday's and Tuesdays, and the
standard shift is 3 p.m.-midnight. Anybody for some morning flying
sessions?
Though the professional reassignment has made flying difficult, it
hasn't closed the workshop doors, though we're still trying to find
ways of spending time in the airplane factory.
The 1987 combat fleet
is taking shape slowly, though the stunt projects are gathering dust
again as summer contest season approaches.
However, the approach of the summer contest season turns one's
eyes to new developments in the hobby.
In this workshop, a couple of
items stand out.
First of all, the new Fox Combat Special Mk VI has arrived.
It's
a very different engine in appro:{imately the same crankcase. We hope
to get out to the Eugene Prop Spinners' fun fly this coming Saturday,
March 31, before that nasty night shift, to try it out. FL publisher
Mike Hazel has received another copy from Fox Mgf. Corp., complete with
a factory-opened crankshaft for fast combat use.
Our plan is to
compare the two engines before grinding on the shaft of our stock
version. The ABC engine, with a ringed piston, has few parts that
match the older Mk IV. We may have to "learn the Fox' allover again.
But,
if you've been waiting to see the engines shipped before
ordering, you can go ahead and send your $80 to Fox and get your new
toy!
It's being sold factory-direct only.
Secondly we read that Cipolla is producing a plain bearing .35
designed for use in sport racing events such as Midwest Sport Race and
our own Northwest Super Sport Race. This could be the answer to the
rarity of engines for our beloved regional go-fast event, giVing us an
alternative to the venerable K&B .35 at about 7 oz. engine weight.
Motore Cipolla Combat has the distributorship.
Speaking of sport racing, the quickie rat event passed the CL
Contest

Board

on

the

first

ba~~ot,

with another vote to go.

We're

opposed, and we recommend other racers write the contest board members
and object.
If there's going to be another national event aimed at the
sport race echelon, it ought to be more in line with the most common
sport racing configuration, such as those used in the Midwest, Florida,
and allover the West, rather than an event that is known and flown
only in the Texas region. Quickie rat is a lot closer to rat race than
it is to sport race, in our judgment Feature times commonly range in
the 6:25-6:50 range). Write AMA now and ask that your comments be
distributed to the CLCB.
Personally, our opinion is that we should
improve the events we have and NOT add more racing events.
Tips and ribs:
BIG WHEEL -- Congratulations to precision aerobatics master Don
McClave for being named executive director of the Portland Chamber of
Commerce.
This guy flies in elevated circles!
WORLD RENOWN --FL columnists continue to be circulated Widely in
other publications. Recently we've seen Orin Humphries' carrier column
in Hi-Lo Landings, Paul Walker's stunt column in Pro-Stunt News, and
Paul Gibeault's engine column in the Circlemasters' Flying Club
Newsletter.
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SPEED DEMON -- Chuck Schuette of Vancouver, Wash., is ranked No.6
in
the
North American Speed Society's 1986 standings for his
performance in FAI speed over the year.
TOP CHOPPER -- Phil Cartier of Hummelstown, PA, has been elected
president of the Miniature Aircraft Combat Association. Pat Willcox is
executive vice president, Mike Urban secretary-treasurer and John
Thompson remains Dist. XI vice president.
TOP DROPPER -- Melvin Schuette of Auburn, Kans., has taken over
as editor of Hi-Low Landings, the carrier newsletter. Former editor
Leroy Cordes remains as publisher.
FINE TUNING
Some minor schedule changes are due in the
Northwest Regional Controline Championships, Memorial Day Weekend,
Eugene, 1987, but all the same events will make the Regionals the usual
extravaganza. The most notable change will be the return of Northwest
Super Sport Race to the asphalt circle and the Saturday racing
schedule. Northwest Sport Race will remain on grass on Sunday, but the
movement of NWSS will allow an earlier start for the increasingly
popular balloon bust.
Depending on the event director, the carrier
circle may be open on Saturday afternoon along with speed, to relieve
the pressure on the circle Sunday.
ETHER-REAL
We have it on good authority that a noted expert
precision aerobatics flier is planning to stun the Northwest modeling
community with use of a full-sized diesel in 1987. Mum's the word on
his identity, but it's not who you might guess.
DECADE-ENCE -- Carolina-Taffinder celebrates its 10th anniversary
of suppling a fine line of CL products with a nifty new catalog. Lots
and lots of good stuff, especially tanks and fuels.
Check it out.
BUSY BODIES -- Our England correspondent sends us the calendar for
the Peterborough Model Flying Club, which has 30 members.
This one
club has 14 contests scheduled for 1987, ranging from rubber and
electric FF to CL racing and combat, at two sites. Now, that's flying!
John Thompson, 1505 Ash Ave., Cottage Grove, OR 97424.
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Handling Charge-$3;OO. We pay UPS. Add $2.00 for C.O.D. $3.00 extra for PP, APO, FPO.
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by: DAVE GREEN

Northwest Super Sport Race is an event that, for me, has all the
excitement of Slow Rat or Rat race, with half the expense. The K & B
.35 is the predominant motor and works well stock, but is an even better
motor with a little massaging. I have had to make the K & B go faster.
Well, here it is. Everything you always wanted to know about the K & B
.35, but were afraid to ask. Be sure to read all the way through before
starting to grind.
First, disassemble the motor and clean all parts in lacquer thinner.
Be sure to note how all the parts fit together. For later reassembly.
I'll start with the most important parts of the engine. A good ring
to liner fit can mean the difference between just going around and going
around fast.
Start by selecting a ring. Insert the ring in the liner and push it
to the top of the piston travel using the bottom of the piston. Hold the
liner up to a strong light. If any light shows around the ring, lay it
aside, and get another ring. Keep looking until you find one that doesn't
show light. Rotate the ring to several different positions and check again.
If it still shows no light you have an excellent fit. This may require the
purchase of several rings. If you can't find a tight one, your liner could
be egg shaped. This may require you to either hone the liner round or find
another liner.
'
After you have found the liner and ring you want, check for end gap.
It should be .002 -;004. If it is wider than this, (unlikely) you may have
to find a new one.
If the gap is too tight, a small file can be used to open up the gap.
Now slip the ring onto the piston. Be very careful that you don't
spread it too much. This can cause undue pressure on t~ ring when running
and cause premature failure.
The piston is run stock. Assemble the conrod and wrist pin. Check
for excess side play in the conred. Too much play can cost you RPM's.
Some of K & B's conrads are loose from the factory. The only thing you can
do is keep looking for a good one.
Now take the liner in one hand and your trusty Dremel in the other and
get ready to grind. Put a 1/8" carbide ball cutter in the Dremel. Begin
by beveling the intake ports. We are trying to get rid of the square edge
at the bottom of the ports. Bevel the outside of the liner from the bottom
of the ports to the bGtt~m of the liner. When you are done, you will have
four grooves in the liner that taper out just above the bottom of the liner.
You can polish these, but don't get carried away. Do not change the top of
the ports.
Now take that same 1/8" cutter and make a half moon in the top center
of each exhaust port. These should extend to the top of the exhaust opening
in the case. I have tries opening the whole port but it just seemed to make
the engine hard starting. Remove any burrs or flashing from the ports with
and Xacto knife. Now you will need a brake cylinder hone and a variable
speed drill. With medium pressure on the stones, and using solvent as a
lubricant, very carefull hone about a It thousanths taper in the liner.
Be careful not to get too high in the liner. The stones should not be more
than 1/8" above the exhaust ports. Without an inside micr~meter to measure
with, you will have to guess at how much you have removed. About 15 to 20
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seconds of slow speed (about 50 RPM's) should do it. Move the stone up and
down slightly to insure that you remove a uniform am~unt. ~heck y~ur pr~gress
by inserting the piston and ring in the liner. You wIll notIce ~ t:ghte~lng
as you move the piston up to top dead center. When you are sa~lsfled wIth
the results, clean everything in thinner and dry. Lay them aSIde for later
assembly.
.
The shaft is next. You will need some Dykem blue or a markIng pen.
Color the shaft on the closing side for about 1/4" around the edge. The
timing is to be set to close at 64 degrees after top dead center (TDC).
You can either do this with a degree wheel setup or measure over f,rom the
outside closing edge of the port 0100". Take the Dremel wi~h the carbid~
cutter and cut the port out to this mark. Do not round thIS edge. It IS
needed to maintain an even cut off of fuel during running. Remove all burrs
and clean up the cut opening with a stone or emery paper.
The shaft bore is left stock. There might be some improvement of performance to be had here, but I haven't found it yet.
Be sure there are no grooves or burrs on the crank pin. Polish the
pin with croC'IJScloth and oil or very fine wet or dry sandpaper.
The thrust bearing in the front end is rough from the factory. Take
some 600 grit wet or dry sandpaper and place on a sheet of glass. Face off
the brass bearing surface by rubbing it on the sandpaper sprayed with light
oil. Use a figure 8 motion with light pressure to insure even removal. You
don't have to remove a lot, just so the surface is fairly uniformo
Now take some polishing compound and smear a little on the shaft where
the counter weight rides on the brass bearing. Rotate the shaft while holding it tight to the bearing. stop frequently and check your progress. You
should be able to turn the shaft in the front end (when clean and dry) and
not feel any glitches. If you are not satisfied, do it some more. My best
shaft and front end would spin and stop with the counterweight at the bottom
every time. When satified, clean thoroughly and lay aside.
The case is used basically stock. The small ridge on the intake side
is removed for a better fuel passage. Smooth with fine paper.
The backplate is run totally stock. Lap the backplate and front end
to the case using polishing compound. I know there are gaskets, but there
is no use relying on them too he~Yily.
The head should be lapped to the liner for the same reason. The closer
the fit the less chance of blowing a gasket.
The liner should fit snu~ly in the case, but not too tight. You should
be able to remove it by putting a finger inside and turning while pulling
up.

If it is too tight, put a little polishing compound on i t and lap it

to the case. Be careful! It doesn't take much.
Now begin assembling the engine. Insert the piston (with ring and conrad attached) into the liner, being careful not to snag the ring. Insert
the liner in the case being sure the exhaust ports and piston baffle are in
correct positions. Bolt the front end assembly and backplate onto the case.
Don't forget the gaskets. Now bolt the head (with gasket) into place. I
use a cross torquing sequence to bolt my heads on. Alternate bolts and
tighten just a little each time. Check the fit by turning the shaft. If
things don't feel right, loosen the bolts and start again. I have taken as
much as an hour to tighten and retighten a stubborn head.
All that is left to modify is the spraybar and venturi insert.
The spraybar and needle valve I use is from a Veco .19. The spraybar
is turned down another .010 from stock. This can be done with an electric
drill and file. Add another outlet hole in the spraybar about 30 degrees
from the stock hole, using a drill the same size as the factory hole. The
needle valve assemble is mounted in the venturi with both holes out of sight.
The venturi insert is bored out with an 11/32 drill and reshaped to its
original flare. If you don't have a lathe, this can be done with an electic
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drill and an Xacto knife if you are careful. Polish the inside to a mirror
finish.
Now mount a pDIDpeller on the engine. Being sure to get the shim and
tapered adapter in place properly. Crank the prop on tightly and check for
end play in the shaft. There should be no more than .015. If there is excessive end play ad~ shims to get it down to less than .015. Flip the prop
smartly. You should feel the beginnings of compressions.
The breakin is the second most important part of the procedure. A good
engine can be ruined by too short of a breakin. I usually run my engines
rich for about an hour. (2 to 3 minutes at a time.) Gradually increase the
RPM's toward the end of this hour. I use 10% nitro and an 8/8 prop right
form the start.
There are times when no matter how careful you are, the ring will not
seat. I have found that the compression should rapidly increase after the
first several runs. If it doesn't show any increase after 5 to 8 minutes
of running, chances are it never will seat properly. The only thing to do
then is to go back and fit another ring and liner. Hard to do, but necessary
if you are to have an engine that will run fast and restart.
Well that concludes the rework. If you have any questions or ideas,
let me know. My address is:
Dave Green
200 W. Franklin

HAPPY FLIPPINGl

Astoria, OR 97103
(503- 325 -7005)

NORTHWEST COMPETITION STANDINGS
IJC:::TW~ST CL COIIIPETITION STANDINGS,

1'.1 (jr-:rrH~(~,~1'

C:P IJr.

(J6-~~t~ie;~

T qA rf

4 c~~t~sts)

10 Dave Green 0 0 •• 22
2.. Jim Came::'on. • • •
:30 Bob Danielson • • •
4. SHT Team • •
Dick Peterson.
0

•

•

0

•

17
17

15

15

F_S OF lTill(Ch 31, 1987

~~O~3H':T"'ST

DS

surEL 0: OF" T lellCE

er.tries, 4 cO:ltests)
L Lave Green
21
2. SHT Team • • • • • 16
John Hall • • • • • 16
4. S&S Racing Team •• 15
Dave Gardner • • • 15
0

•

0

•

oVSrU,.LL Ri'\cn\G

FRECISIO~ A~ROEATICS

TIt':, entries,

1 contest)
1. Randy Schultz ••
16
2. ;:::ave i'.Iullens •
15
3. George ~ickey • • • 14
4. Jason Huntress •• 13
0

BALLOON BUST

(16 entries, 1 contest)
1. Dave Mullens • • • 16
2. George ~ickey • • • 15
3. Glenn Salter ••
14
4. Bob Danielson ••
13
0

0

(83 entries, 10 contests)
1. Dave Green • • • • 48
2. SHT Team •
35
3. Bob Danielson • • • 2~
4. Jim Cameron • • •
20
Dick Feterson • • • 20
0

•••

0

GOODYEAR

(5 entries, 1 contest)
1. Dave Green •••

o •••

~.5

2. SHT ...•••..•••••••• 4

]. Jim Cameron •••••••• ]
4. Dick McConnell ••. o.2

Contests counted in the agove includes Drizzle Circuit 2, ], ~,
Skyraiders ] X 1, VGMC racing series #1.
Combat was included
at two of the DC meets, but the results haven't come through. Will
include in the next update.
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THE FL YING FLEA MARKET
BUY, SELL, TRADE
FOR SALE: Midwest kitsl ME-l09 .15
$15, (2) P-51 Mustang .15 $20,
Sterling Ringmaster Jr. $12,
Mustang S-2 $20, Monocoupe $15,
Waco Sre $15, Goldberg Voodoo
partially built $5, Top Flite
Combat Streak $15, Sharpshooter
P-51 $35, Guillows stick-tissue
Stearman & Cessna $5
Engines I OS 15 nib 2 @$20, OS 20
$25, OS 30 nib 2 @ $25, OS 35 nib
$35, Enya 19 nib $25, Enya 29 nib
$30, Fox 35 nib $25, Fox 45 new
$15, Super Tigre 60 nib 2 @ $75
one soldering gun $5
Please add $2.50 to cover shipping
excess will be refunded. Call or
write: Gerald Schamp, 931 SW
Calapooia, Albany, OR 97321
(503) 928-0430

WANTED, Monoline handle, complete
or pieces. Jeff Cleaver, 454 Four
Corners Road, Port Townsend, WA
983 68
FOR SALE OR TRADE: Tiger Jet
nib & Eureka F-86 kit, designed
for tiger jet. Both for $200 or
trade for recent model Dyna jet
nib. Berkeley B-17 52" span kit
and box in excellent condition.
$75 or trade for ST 60 stunt
engine nib or used very low time.
Burt Brokaw, 494 E. 700 N.
Ogden, Utah 84404 phone (801)
782-7723
HELLO I Any control line flyers
in the tri-state area of Huntington, WV, Ashland, KY., Ironton, OH,
call George Mitchell (614)894-448~
WANTED: Following kits, or good
ready-builtsl Berkeley AJ-l
Savage, 5BC Helldiver, A-12
Shrike, p6E Sterling P-38,
Spitfire Stunt, Guardian, Polish
Fighter, Consolidated Twin
Terror, MewGull. Veco Chief,
Brave.
John Kelinske, Jr.
1312 Bomar, Houston, TX 77006

FOR SALE: Flying Lines back issues.
Fill in the gaps of your FL library.
Singles $1 each. Four or more @ 50¢.
Issues available a
4
11
13
16
17
29
32
33
35
36
37
38
39
43
44
45
47
48
51
52
53
54
49
50
57
60
61
62
64
65
66
68
69
70
71
72
74
75
76
77
78
79
80

CAROLINA-TAFFINDER
8345 DEI-HI ROAD
NO. CHARI-ESTON.
29418
(603) 553.7169

s.c.

We blend our fuels with only the purest grades of nitromethane and other ingredients. Fuels may be ordered in
4-PAKs of half-gallons or gallons, plus single gallons.
Mix or match fuels and/or ingredients in 4-PAKs.

Lubrication Content:
Standard Blends: 20'1. blend of Castor & Synthetic Oils.
" PA "Blends·~
23''1. "
"
""
"
"
ltc' & "PPC" Blends are AlL Castor versions of the above.
4-Cycle Blends: 167. Castor Oil
Custom Blending available. Call or write for quotation.
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RECORDS

RECORD PERFORMANCES ESTABLISHED BETWEEN NORTHWEST
MODELERS IN SANCTIONED COMPETITION
The only new Northwest control-line competition record set in the
winter of 1986-87 has been the Northwest Super Sport feature race
record -- and Dave Green returned to the top of the heap.
Green, of Astoria, Ore., turned a 7:09 feature in the Jan. 11
Northwest Sport Race Drizzle Circuit race at Delta Park in Portland.
The performance erased the 7:~~ feature race record held by John
Thomps<:)n.
Here are the complete records as of March 16:
MOUSE RACE I
50-lap: Z:52 (Mike Hazel)
100-lap: 6:33 (Mike Hazel)
MOUSE RACE II 7S-lap: 3:40 (Dave Green}
ZOO-lap: 11:49 (Dave Green)
GOODYEAR 70-lap: 4:22 (Clarence Bull)
140-lap: 9:02 (Clarence Bull)
SLOW RAT 70-lap: 3:56 (Dave Green)
140-lap: 7:14 (Dave Green)
RAT RACE 70-lap: 2:40 (Dick Salter)
140-lap: 5:46 (Dick Salter)
TEAM RACE lOO-lap: 3:48 (Knoppi-McCollum)200-1ap: 7:49 (Knoppi-McColm)
NW SPORT RACE 70-lap: 4:03 (H.Hadjik)
140-lap: 7:47 (Henry Hadjik)
NW SUPER SPORT 70-lap: 3:14 (Dave Green) 140-1ap: 7:09 (Dave Green)
1/2-A SPEED: 88.2 mph (Paul Wallace) FAI SPEED: 172.33 (C. Schuette)
1/2-A PROTO: 83.63 (Paul Wallace)
FORMULA 21: 79.54 (Rich Salter)
A SPEED: 181.56 (Chris Sackett)
FORMULA 40: 154.84 (Dick Peterson)
B SPEED: 187.66 (Chris Sackett)
JET SPEED: 194.73 (Chris Sackett)
D SPEED: 172.68 (Loren Howard) PROFILE NAVY CARRIER: 232.5 (Bob Parker)
CLASS I NAVY CARRIER: 318.3 (Roy Beers)
CLASS II NAVY CARRIER: 324.3 (W. Spears)

UPDATE!!: Dave Green did himself one better. and lowered the NWSSR
record to 7:03. This was accomplished at the March Drizzle Circuit.
Here's a special repeat feature. as was promised back in issue number
75. This is a special listing of "Regionals Records".
This is an
opportunity for our non-NW competitor friends to get their names on
t~e record rolls.
Good luck to all at the upcoming Regionalsl
Profile Carrier- Bob Parker. Renton Washington
Class I Carrier- Bob Danielson. Bothell. Wash.
Class II Carrier- Wayne Spears, Portland, Oregon
~A

SpeedA SpeedB Speed-:.-,
D Speed~

Dave Williams, Yorba Linda, California
Frank Hunt, Merced, California
Frank Hunt, Merced, California
Frank Hunt, Merced, California
Jet~peed- Chris Sacket,
Burnaby, B.C.
F40 Speed- John Boles, Salt Lake City., Utah
FAl Spee-4.-. Chuck Schuette, Vancouver, Washington

226.3
300.)
324.3

(1986)

128.h3

(1985)

171.20
187.87

(1985)
(1986)
(1981)
(1982)
'(1985)
,( 1986)

191~41

192.64
152.09'
157.87

Slow ~atVic Garner, Livermore, California
6.31
Fast Ra.:tPC!-ulGibeault, Calgary. Alberta
6131
GoodyearPaul Gibeault, Calgary, Alberta
7155
Mouse 1Bob Boling, Richmond. California
4:52
Mouse I1Bob Boling, Richmond. California
10.52
NW Sport Race~ Mel. Lyne, Garibaldi Highlands. B.C. 9.06
NW Super Sport- S&S Team. Seattle, Washington
8s05
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(1986)

(198J~)

(1984)
(1986)
(1986)
(1986)
(1986)
(1986)
(1986)

V.G.M.C.

SPORT RACE RESULTS

March 15 at Richmond

rn

Fiel~

NORTHWEST SPORT RACE (9)
1)
2)

3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

8)

8RUCEDUNCAN
MARTY HIGGS
RO N SALO
AL RESINGER
DICK McCONNELL
80B DANI ELSON
PAUL DRANFIELD
FRANK 80DEN

4:26
4:15
4; 30
4: 39
4: 51
4:52
5:45
D/Q

Pass
pass
Pass
4:59
DNF
4:55
5:30
DNF

Phone 344-2117
32 East 11th Avenue

8:47
9:22
10:39 .
N/T

Eugene, Oregon 97401

WE HAVE WHAT YOU NEED
The Northwest's most
complete control line supply

COMPETITIVE PRICES

15 SPORT RACE (4)
1)
2)

3)
4)

HENRY HAJDIK
DICK McCONNELL
80B DANIELSON
FRANK BODEN

eusene
Toy and
Hobby

5:59
6:07
6:06

"If we don't have it-------______________ we'll get itt"

11 .32
12 :03
13: 07
13: 33

WE SHIP UPS EVERYDAY
call (503) 344-2117
Serving the modeler for 52 years

FOX
"COMBAT SPECIAL"
MK·VI .36

SMOOTHER RUNNING
AND FASTER THAN
THE MK IV
FEATURES

ONLY

$80.°0
SOLD FACfORY
DIRECf ONLY
VISA AND MASTERCARD
ACCEPTED

• ABC PISTON AND LINER

• .590 DIA. CRANK
• DUAL BALL BEARINGS
• 7/32 DIA. TUBULAR WRIST PIN
• ROLLPIN WRlST PIN RETAINER
• REMOVABLE STYLE HEAD BUTTON

SPECIFICATIONS
WEIGHT - 9 OZ.
BORE - .800
STROKE - .715
FUEL - 40% NITRO
R.P.M. - UP TO 28,000

....

FOX MANUFACTURING CO.
5305 TOWSON AVENUE
FORT SMITH, ARKANSAS 72901
PHONE (501) 646·1656
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NORTHWEST 1987 CONTROL LINE SCHEDULE

APRIL 12

-----PORTLAND, OREGON-------------

Drizzle Circuit Number 5
Events: AMA Rat Race, NW Sport Race,
NW Super Sport Race. Season awards
presented. Site: Delta Park
CD: Wayne Spears, 74 54 N. Burr,
Portland, OR
9720)
APRIL 12 ------RICHMOND, BRITISH COLUMBIA---VGMC Sport Racing Series #2
Events: NW Sport Race, 15 Sport Race
Site: Richmond field Sponsor: Vancouver
Gas Model Club
CD: Henry Hajdik,
1629 London St., New Westminster, B.C.,
Canada V)M )C8 (604) 526-9554
MAY 2 ---------SEATTLE, WASHINGTON----------Skyraider's Spring Tune-Up
Events: FoxDoo Combat, Profile Carrier,
Class I & II Carrier- record ratio
Site: Carkeek Park Sponsor: Seattle
Skyraiders CD. Dan Cron¥n, 9028 7th NW.
Seattle, WA 98117
(206) 782-5552
MAY 17 -------RICHMOND, BRITISH COLUMBIA----Spring Ukie Tune-Up
Events. NW Sport Race, 15 Combat,
sport events- ))-1/), Snapper
Site: Richmond field Sponsor: Vancouver
Gas Model Club
CD: Henry Hajdik
1629 London St., New Westminster, B.C.,
Canada, V)M )C8 (604) 526-9554
MAY 22-24 ----EUGENE. OREGON---------------NW Control Line Regional Championships
Events. Combat. tA, Slow, Fast. FAI
Carrier. Class I, Class II. Profile
Speed. tA, A, B. D, Jet, FAI. Form 40
Racing: Mouse I, Mouse II, Goodyear,
AMA Rat Race, AMA Slow Rat, NW Sport
Race, NW Super Sport Race.
Profile Scale. AMA Precision Scale.
Precision Aerobatics (Iour PAMPA classes)
Old Time Stunt. Balloon Bust.
Site. Eugene Airport CDs Dave Green,
200 W. Franklin, Astoria. OR 9710)
(50) )25-7005 Sponsor. Eugene
Propspinners.
JUNE 14 -------ASTORIA, OREGON--------------Clambash 1987
Eventsl NW Sport Race, NW Super Sport,
tA Combat, Fast Combat. Clam Scale,
Precision Aerobatics, Profile Carrier,
Class I Carrier, Class II Carrier.
Site. to be announced.
Sponsor:
North Coast C.L.A.M.S. CDs Dave Green,
200 W. Franklin, Astoria, OR 9710)
(50) )25-7005

JUNE 14 -------RICHMOND, BRITISH COLUMBIA----VGOOC Sport Racing Series #3
Eventsl NW Sport Race, 15 Sport Race
Sit~1
Richmond field Snonsor: Vancouver
Gas Model Clu~ CD: Henry Hajdik,
1629 London St., New Westminster, B.C.
Canada VJM 3C8 (604) 526-9554

JUNE 20-21 ----RICHMOND, BRITISH COLUMBIA----Northwest CL Speed Championships
Events. All classes CL Speed
Sites Richmond field Sponsor. Vancouver
Gas Model Club CDI Henry Hajdik,
1629 London St., New Westminster, B.C.
Canada V)M )C8 (604) 526-9554
JUNE 27-28 ----KENT, WASHINGTON--------------Bladder Grabber
Events. AMA Fast Combat (triple elims)
$7,000 in prizes. Site. Boeing Space
Center- Kent.
Sponsor. Carver Corp.
CD. Howard Rush, 14)21 SE 6)rd St.,
Bellevue, WA 98006
JULY 11-19 ----LINCOLN, NEBRASKA------------1987 AMA Nationals
For info send SASE to: Academy of Model
Aeronautics, 1810 Samuel Morse Drive,
Reston, VA 22090
Advance entry deadline. June 26
AUGUST 2 -----RICHMOND, BRITISH COLUMBIA----VGMC Sport Racing Series #4
Events: NW Sport Race, 15 Sport Race
Site: Richmond field Sponsor. Vancouver
Gas Model Club CDs Henry Hajdik,
1629 London St., New Westminster. B.C.,
Canada, V)M )C8 (604) 526-9554
AUGUST 15-16---KENT, WASHINGTON-------_
Rapid Richard's Record Ratio Meet
Events. All classes of Speed, Carrier
Class I, Carrier Class II, and AMA
Endurance. Site: Boeing Space Center
Sponsor. Dick Peterson, Po Box 78)88,
Seattle, WA 98178
SEPT

5-6 -----RICHMOND, BRITISH COLUMBIA---4'rd VGMC Internats
Events. Precision Aerobatics (2 classes)
15 Combat, Balloon Bust, 15 Sport Race,
NW Sport Race. Record Ratio Speed,
Profile Carrier, Class I & II Carrier
Site. Richmond field SponsOr. Vancouver
Gas Model Club
CDs Chris Sackett,
Box 82294, North Burnaby, B.C. Canada
V5C 5P?
(604) 299- 4 500

SEPT 19-20-----KENT, WASHINGTON-------_
Washington State Championships
Events. Combat. tA, ~~A Slow, AMA Fast,
Racingl Mouse I, Mous~ II, NW Sport
Race, NW Super Sport Race. Snort Gdyr.
Carrier. Profile, Class I &·11
Profile Scale, Sport Scale, Balloon Bust
PreCision Aerobatics (4 PAMPA classes) ,
Old Time Stunt, Record Ratio Speed
Sites Boeing Space Center- Kent
Sponsor: Seattle Skyraiders
CD. to be announced Skyraider contact:
15559 Palatine Ave N. Seattle, WA 981))
OCT 4

-------R1CHMOND, BRITISH COLUMBIA---VGMC Sport Racing Grand Finale
Event. NW Sport Race
Sites Richmond field Sponsor. Vancouver
Gas Model ClUb
CDs Henry Hajdik,
1629 London St., New Westminster, B.C.,
Canada, V'M )C8 (604) 526-9554
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NOl?TWE5T SPDe7 RA(E RNC
")
FOll1l1LA VA/LI/1ITED,
1t11F} SP02T ~CAL£

.r

SPEc/1ft -NOTC: r/7I rtEE71HG TO O/.5Cl/SS TERI'1 TKYf}LJ. /"fEET
fiT KtlB f1FC
/2/52 It/OOfJRl/rF Ill/E, .DOWNey, C"7.
7:00 pn

co.,

February Drizzle Circuit scenes, captured by Jim Cameron

Green's winning "Minotaur".
Holds current NWSSR record.

Bill Varner gets his Tee Dee
to talk. Dave Green holds.

Jim Cameron's Yak-9 NW Sport

Dick and Rich Salter work on
-lA combat entry.

Two big guys, one small plane,
':lerm and D.ick S'al t,er.
\

Racer.

"Dr. Bob" Danielson, the well
dressed pitman.
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FLYING LINES is produced ten times a year by a ded1cated sta
a va un ee~s
interested in keeping lines of communication open between Northwest contro~
line modelers.
FL is totally independent of any organization, depending
entirely upon support from subscribers, advertisers, and donors.
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The FLYING LINES staff,
Combat ..•••..•••• John Thompson
Racing ...•..••.•• Dave Green i
Beginners •••••••• Jim LaBarge
,1
Speed .....••••••• Mike Hazel '
Carrier •••••••••• Orin Humphries I
Competition Stats John Thompson/ ~
Dick McConnell
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Make check or money order payable to FLYING LINES. U.S. funds, please.
FL subscribers may place personal ads in the classifieds section at no
charge. For business advertising, contact the editor for rates and specs.

Editor ••••••••••••••• ·.Mike Hazel
Aerobatics .•••••••••• Paul Walker
Scale •••••••••••••••• Orin Humphries
Engines •••••••••••••• Paul Gibeault
Round & Round •••••••• John Thompson
Sport .••••••••••••••• Larry Miles
Typing Asst •••••••••• Bob Kampmann
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USA,
$6 for 5 issues and $12 for 10 issues.
CANADA & MEXICO, $6.50"
$13"
to
to
OVERSEAS SURFACE:$7
OVERSEAS AIRMAILI$12
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